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1. OVERVIEW
The City launched the Downtown Transportation Plan process in the fall 2017 to identify improvements for
walking, cycling, taking transit and vehicles movements in the Downtown neighbourhood of New
Westminster. Following a three‐phase engagement process, the project team held a second public
engagement workshop to review concepts and ideas for improving transportation within and around the
Downtown neighbourhood with regard to:




Recommended networks of all modes of travel
Potential measures to address key issues
Design ideas for the future Agnes Street Greenway

The event was advertised on the project website, through the City’s social media channels, CityPages, two
adverts in the New West Record, postcards sent through Canada Post to all residents and businesses in the
neighbourhood, and shared though stakeholder groups like the Downtown BIA and Resident’s Association.
Registration for the event was requested but no required. Childminding services were available upon request.
Workshop #2 was held on June 19, 2017, 6:00 ‐ 8:00 pm at the Anvil Centre. Seventy‐five participants
attended the event, 69 had registered in advance and 19 registered at the door. The session included
information boards for four theme areas. Feedback was provided directly to staff, post‐it notes and
comments captured on the boards, and a feedback form. All event materials are provided on the Downtown
Transportation Plan program webpage at www.newwestcity.ca/dtp including the Workshop #2 Material and
Workshop #2 Feedback Form & Questions).
Overall participant’s felt they had an opportunity to share their views (90%) and felt that participation was a
valuable experience (84%). Approximately two‐thirds (56%) of the participants felt their input would make a
difference.

Figure 1.1: Workshop #2 event at the Anvil Centre
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2. Feedback and Questions by Mode of Travel
The workshop format required participant to circulate amoung the information boards of four main themes
based on each mode of travel network:





Cycling Network including Agnes Street Greenway
Pedestrian Network
Transit Network, and
Vehicle Network and Goods Movement, Parking

Each theme area included a map with ideas for future network changes, “toolkit” examples, and additional
context or details as needed to guide discussion. Background, timeline and process, and what we heard at
Workshop #1 was also provided.
The primary feedback received was through discussions at the information boards and two discussion tables
with staff, and through a feedback form with seven questions identified for specific response from
participants. Over 200 reference points were collected during the event on the post‐its and notes on the
maps and boards, and additional comments written on feedback forms. The feedback received fall within the
following categories:
















Cycling network connectivity
Cycling route type and design
Crossings and intersection design
Parking
Pedestrian crossing, connectivity and accessiblity
Pedestrian priority areas
Public realm design and features
Sidewalk design
Q to Q ferry operations
SkyTrain station accessbility
Traffic calming design and locations
Traffic signal operation
Transit service and infrastructure
Vehicle access and circulation
Wayfinding and lighting

Detailed comments related to the different modes of travel and specific questions on the feedback form are
provided in the following sections.
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2.1

Cycling Network and Agnes Street Greenway

The Future Cycling Network materials included five boards outlining:





Ten draft guidelines for All Ages and Cycling Routes and facilities
Map outlining potential cycling routes within Downtown
Design considerations along the Agnes Street Greenway including the intersections at Agnes
Street/Sixth Street, Agnes Street/Fourth Street, Carnarvon Street at Lorne Street and Begbie Street
“Toolkit” of example measures and design features that could be used in the development and
design of cycling routes to improve safety and comfort for all users

Comments and feedback were provided to staff at the boards and discussion tables, captured on post‐it
notes and notes written on the maps/boards, and four questions on the feedback form requiring response
from participants.

Figure 2.1: Future Cycling Network and Agnes Street Greenway Considerations boards with comments

Feedback Highlights
Overall, feedback received during the event indicates:





Mixed response to maintain/expand/enhance the cycling route on Quayside Drive versus removing
the existing route on and utilizing the riverfront for cycling (Figure 2.2)
High level of support to pedestrianize Carnarvon Street for people walking and cycling, people taking
transit (Figure 2.3)
High level of support to maintain the existing cycling facility type along Columbia, medium level of
support to enhance the design further (Figure 2.4)
High level of support to connect the Agnes Street Greenway to the waterfront either via Carnarvon
Street and McInness overpass, and/or Begbie Street (Figure 2.5)

Additional comments and issues raised include:
 Alternative cycling routes such as Carnarvon Street (Eighth Street to Merivale), Cunningham Street to
Windsor, Tenth Avenue from Moody Park to New Westminster Station
 Identified gaps in the network such as Stewardson Way at Fifth Avenue, Pier Park to Sapperton
Landing, direct route from SkyTrain to Quayside, facility improvements on Third Street overpass
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Concerns about steepness on Lorne Street, traffic on Elliot Street, pedestrian/cyclist conflicts at
Fourth Avenue and Fourteenth Street, limitations of existing/lack of bike storage in buildings,
congestion and conflicts from parked vehicles and driveways on Fouth Street with any proposed bike
lanes, sidewalk extensions impeding cyclist movements on the road
Suggestions for public bike share, promotion of multi‐modal trips, removal of barriers on Third Street
overpass
Comments including cycling road should not cut the street parking for businesses/residents, quick
speed of cyclist can pose a danger for vehicles that want to park, not enough cyclists to warrant
giving up parking‒just cycle on the sidewalks, focus on pedestrians/transit not cycling, adding bike
lanes will only create chaotic pedestrian traffic

Feedback Form Question Responses

Question 1
Quayside Drive has a fragmented shared‐street bike facility. Should this become a dedicated bike route
along its full length, recognizing that it will likely be a shared‐road facility, or should the Riverfront be
utilized as the key corridor through this area?
Feedback identified mixed response to maintain/expand/enhance the cycling route on Quayside Drive (46%)
versus removing the existing route on and utilizing the riverfront for cycling (34%). Additional comments
received regarding cycling facilities on Quayside Drive included:






Quayside Drive is preferable for commuter cyclists, Riverfront for leisure/recreational cycling
Maintain on‐street parking on Quayside Drive, keep Quayside Drive for cars
Quayside Drive feels safer with speed bumps
Visibility of pedestrian and cyclists along Quayside Drive is an issue due to curves in the road
Slower riding along the Esplanade/ Riverfront

Figure 2.2: Feedback form response to Question 1 regarding bike facility of Quayside Drive
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Question 2
Carnarvon Street (8th St – 10th St) – is it better to ‘pedestrianize’ this block in order to provide a safer and
better environment for the most vulnerable road users, recognizing it would have impacts to on‐street
parking and circulation?
Feedback identified high level of support (64%) to pedestrianize Carnarvon Street for people walking, cycling,
as well as providing improvements for people taking transit. Additional comments received regarding
Carnarvon Street (Eighth Street to Tenth Street) included:
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Great support for pedestrianization/ making pedestrians a priority on Carnarvon Street
Minor opposition for making Carnarvon Street one‐way for vehicles
Desire to include cyclist as well as pedestrians on Carnarvon Street, support to maintain on‐street
parking
Concern about the number pedestrians jaywalking, and need for more space for people taking
transit and accommodate shelters

Figure 2.3: Feedback form response to Question 2 regarding of portions of Carnarvon Street
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Question 3
Recognizing that Columbia Street will have parallel AAA‐facility corridors (on Agnes Street Greenway and
the Riverfront ‐ BFRG), should we be maintaining bike lanes in the future through the commercial area or
should we be enhancing this facility?
Feedback received indicated a high level of support (64%) to maintain the existing cycling facility type along
Columbia Street, medium level of support (29%) to enhance or expand the cycling facility or design further.
General comments regarding cycling facilities along the Columbia Street corridor included:







Maintain for commuter cyclists, a new norm of tranportation
Columbia Street deserves top notch facilities
Cycle tracks against the sidewalk benefits businesses, encourages people to stop and shop
Expand/enhance but not at the expense of on‐street parking
Reduce the cycling facility along Columbia Street
Enforce “no cycling” on sidewalks

Figure 2.4: Feedback form response to Question 3 regarding bike facilities on Columbia Street
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Question 4
Where should the western extent of the Agnes Street Greenway be?
Feedback identified a high level of support to connect the Agnes Street Greenway to the waterfront either via
Carnarvon Street and McInnes overpass (44%), and/or Begbie Street (27%). Additional written comments
received regarding western extent of the Agnes Street Greenway:



Support to for improved connection along Carnarvon Street and McInnes overpass to the waterfront
Comments such as the crossing at‐grade on Begbie Street would work as well, additional bike traffic
on Carnarvon Street to McInnes overpass would be a disaster

Figure 2.5: Feedback form response to Question 4 regarding Agnes Street Greenway
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2.2

Pedestrian Network

The Future Pedestrian Network materials included three boards covering:




Map outlining pedestrains routes, connections and placemaking opportunities
Example features for types of pedestrain routes and existing Best Routes to School
“Toolkit” of example measures and design features that could be used in the development and
design to improve accessiblity, safety and comfort for all users

Comments and feedback were provided to staff at the boards and discussion table, captured on post‐it notes
and notes written on the maps/boards. Two questions were posted on the information board to prompt
discussion:



Are there more areas or connections that should be noted?
Are there more areas that should be considered for activation and placemaking opportunities?

Figure 2.6: Future Pedestrian Network board with comments

Feedback Highlights
Overall, the general comments related to pedestrian movement and public realm included:
Greenway, Great Streets
 Agnes Street Greenway should have trees (part of the urban forest), lighting, benches, noise/fume
barriers around the school/bike route
 Columbia Street needs better sightlines (eg, Church St/Columbia St), more benches and planters,
should privilage the pedestrian, buildings/sidewalks need cleaning/repair, garbage cleaned up
including cigarette butts
Sidewalks and accessibility
 Sidewalk improvements are needed along Eighth Street (slippery when wet/icy), better
material/finish required to reduce slipping, sidewalks/walk should be pleasant, overgrown bushes
and trees encroaching on the sidewalk need to be addressed
 Boards on the Waterfront Esplanade Broadwalk pose tripping hazard
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Lighting and Wayfinding
 Lighting is key, wayfinding is needed
 More pedestrian level/street lighting needed including along Eighth Street, Sixth Street/Carnarvon
Street
Crossings and crosswalks
 Crosswalk/crossings needed at Clarkson Street/breezeway
 Suggestion that pedestrian crossing lights automatically turn on‒no push buttons, ensure buttons
are on the correct side of the pole and accessible
Pedestrian priority, activation, connections
 Pedestrian improvements greatly needed at Eighth Street/Carnarvon Street, pedestrian priority
along Eighth Street, pedestrian priority at Sixth Street/Carnarvon Street
 Suggested connections such as Albert Cresent Park to the riverfront, more passageways/breezeways
throughout Downtown, better connections along Stewardson Way, from Victoria Hill to the
waterfront greenway, better connection down to the water along the Quay
 Comments such as pedestrian spaces should be adjacent to the sidewalks to “hang out”,
feedback/suggestions regarding the Q to Q ferry services and operations
 Ideas and suggestions to explore included walking garden tours, more parklets
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2.3

Transit Network

The Future Transit Network materials included two boards covering:



Map outlining transit routes, areas with bus speed and reliability issues, areas for operational
improvements
“Toolkit” of example measures, design features and policies that could be used to improve transit
facilities, address operational efficiencies and servicing issues

Comments and feedback were provided on boards with post‐it and notes written on the map. A summary of
the key themes and responses to the discussion is provided below.
Figure 2.7: Future Transit Network board with comments

Feedback Highlights
Overall, the general comments related to transit services and operations included:
Columbia and New Westminster SkyTrain Stations
 Columbia Station is not accessible, would benefit from an elevator at Fourth Street exit, needs an
accessible ramp from Clarkson Street, needs drop‐off zone
 Comments regarding transit stop on Fourth Street including lack of bus shelter, seating, street trees,
crosswalk to the station entrance
Transit services and facilities
 Comments that a frequent transit service is needed to Canada Games Pool, more frequent transit
service is needed on Sixth Street or Eighth Street
 Suggestions for transit stops include real time readers/lit screen indicating next bus
 Comments regarding overcrowding on C4 and C3 transit routes, concerns about changes to transit
routing along the Agnes Street Greenway
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2.4

Vehicle Network and Goods Movement

The Future Vehicle Network and Goods Movement materials included three boards covering:




Map outlining existing and potential vehicle travel routes (Regional/Inter‐municipal Travel, Local or
Destination Travel, Neighbourhood Travel, Goods Movement) and proposed changes to vehicle
circulation, future/proposed traffic signals
On‐street Parking impact areas and Strategy Framework for Managing Parking Downtown
“Toolkit” of example traffic calming measures and design features that could be used to address
specific issues within the neighbourhood

Comments and feedback were provided to staff at the boards and discussion tables, captured on post‐it
notes and notes written on the maps/boards. Three specific questions requiring specific response from
participants were provided on the feedback forms. Participants were asked to place a dot next to the traffic
calming measures in the “Toolkit” that they would like to see.

Figure 2.8: Vehicle Network & Goods Movement, On‐street Parking boards with comments
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Figure 2.9: Traffic Calming Toolkit board with comments and dots

Feedback Highlights
Overall, feedback received during the event indicates:




Mixed response on questions about type of parking on Columbia Street with almost half preferring
back‐in angled parking (Figure 2.10)
High level of support for making portions of Carnarvon Street by New West Station/Shops New West
one‐way for vehicles (Figure 2.11)
Mixed response for two‐way or one‐way vehicle travel, or a combination of both, on Agnes Street
(Figure 2.12)

Additional comments and issues raised include the following:
Eighth Street/Carnarvon Street
 Eighth Street (Carnarvon Street to Columbia Street) should be a pedestrian mall, limit vehicles/ have
no thru traffic, will experience an increase of jaywalking with Douglas College at Anvil Centre
 Suggestions for scramble intersection, better intersection design for people with
walkers/canes/wheelchairs, right turn lane for vehicles
Fourth Street
 Suggestions include making the road narrower to reduce vehicle speeds, need to slow traffic on
Fourth Street to stop turning on Carnarvon Street, full closure at Royal Avenue
 Concerns with limiting access on Fourth Street (existing and proposed restrictions), that rat running
on Fourth Street (especially at Carnarvon Street) makes it unpleasant/dangerous, steepness of the
sidewalk for people in wheelchairs
 Comments regarding Tipperary Park and changes are needed to stop u‐turns, suggestions to open up
a vehicle entrance to Queens Avenue and close the Royal Avenue access
Carnarvon Street
 Suggested traffic calming measures such as one‐way vehicle travel (eg, between Fourth Street and
Elliot Street, Fourth Street to Sixth Street), speed bumps, 30km/h speed limit, diverters/no through
travel (at Sixth Street)
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Comments such as wider sidewalks, there are too many traffic lights, that the roundabout is
problematic and not used properly
Royal Avenue
 Concerns about closing off streets west of First Avenue, First Avenue is too narrow with parking and
buses
 Comments that the identified crosswalk at Eleventh Street leads to no destination and unneeded, it
will disrupt traffic flow, that pedestrians have sufficient traffic lights to cross already
 Comments about long wait times at traffic lights to cross by the school and at Tenth Avenue, a need
for right turns on Sixth Street (going southbound), improvements at Seventh Street
Quayside Drive
 Support to maintain speed humps/traffic calming on Quayside Drive, suggestions for time restricted
and permit only parking
 Concerns that access keeps getting more restricted, parking being used as a park‐n‐ride for transit
users
Enforcement
 Comments that more enforcement is needed for drivers to obey speeds and signs, awareness that
pedestrians have the right of way, through‐travel needs to be kept on regional roads not residential
roads
Parking
 Suggestions that car share parking spaces should be off the street (eg, near Columbia Station), all on‐
street parking in the city should be pay parking, buildings should require 1 parking space per unit to
prevent a parking problem like Victoria Hill, more accessible parking spot are needed on‐street
 Comments that some building don’t have parking, people in buildings with not enough parking are
parking on the street
Road Design and Traffic Calming
 Suggestions that more traffic calming measures are needed to reduce rat running including one‐way
streets, dead ends
 Concerns that space for vehicle movement is tight already without hitting others, drivers are not
considered enough in the discussion, and that people have to drive!

Feedback Form Question Responses
Question 5
We have heard a desire to remove the back‐in angled parking on Columbia Street. Does the future of
Columbia Street maintain back‐in angled parking or a change to parallel parking, recognizing there will be
a reduction in on‐street parking spaces?
Feedback indicated a mixed response on the question about parking on Columbia Street with almost half
preferring back‐in angled parking (48%) and a large portion preferring parallel parking (34%). Additional
comments received regarding Columbia Street included:




Back‐in angled parking provides more parking, works well with bike lanes, slows traffic (which is a
good thing/bad thing), provides “small town” character, points car exhaust at sidewalk/pedestrians,
distracts from “Great Street”, can take multiple attempts to park correctly, and a comment that
cyclists like back‐in parking and that drivers do not
Drive‐in/pull‐in angled parking requires drivers to consider cyclist safety when backing/reversing out,
drivers can leave the spot safely when its safe, pulling in prevents ability of people to pass behind the
vehicle while parking
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Suggestions received for drive‐in/pull‐in angled parking, wider stalls to make parking easier, that
Columbia Street become a pedestrian mall with no through traffic
Comment received about the number of experiments with angled parking

Figure 2.10: Feedback form response to Question 5 regarding parking on Columbia Street
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Question 6
Recognizing the functional pressures on Carnarvon Street (McInnes Overpass to 8th Street), what is your
position on modifying this block to become a one‐way vehicle movement?
Feedback indicated a high level of support (65%) for making portions of Carnarvon Street, between Eighth
Street and McInnes overpass, one‐way for vehicles. Additional comments received regarding Carnarvon
Street included:





One‐way travel would reduce rat running along Carnarvon Street from Stewardson Way, could
impact shops and ease of accessing businesses, limits access to the parkades, is supportable only if it
is from Eighth Street to McInnes overpass, would improve access to residential parkades, requires
outreach to businesses/landlords regarding proposed changes and impacts
Other suggestions such as traffic divertion at Blackie Street, diverters at Eighth Street, one‐way
options on other sections of Carnarvon Street (Fourth Street to Sixth Street), stopping through
vehicle travel going east of Sixth Street, change the one‐way travel direction to westbound
Additional considerations raised includes wider sidewalks to better serve transit users, that
additional analysis needed to know where the vehicles will divert too, maintain on‐street parking,
left hand turn signal at Royal Avenue/Tenth Street, use of planters or fencing to corral pedestrians,
that lots jaywalking is occurring, changes needed to the stop light at Shops New West parkade
entrance since it is useless

Figure 2.11: Feedback form response to Question 6 regarding one‐way vehicle movement on portions of
Carnarvon Street
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Question 7
The Agnes Greenway has two potential options available that will require further technical analysis
following this event:
1) One‐way traffic, maintaining two sides of parking and bike facilities
2) Two‐way traffic, single side of parking and bike facilities
Recognizing the need for people to access their respective homes/ businesses, what is your acceptance with
creating a mix of one‐way and two‐way blocks, or do you have a preference for one type along the entire
length?
Feedback received included a mixed response for questions about all two‐way vehicles travel (28%), all one‐
way (26%) vehicle travel, or a combination of both (25%) along on Agnes Street. Additional comments
regarding changes to vehicle circulation on Agnes Street Greenway included:







One‐way travel or combination one‐way/two way travel would be confusing, inconvenient, reduces
the ability to get out of the neighbourhood, will attract am/pm congestion depending on direction
and time of day
Two‐way travel allows flow of traffic, is less distruptive to residents and businesses, provides a
simple network, would require removal of parking which is okay
Removal of parking (especially on the north side) was supported to improve sightlines, improve
safety for children, to allow a separated bike lane, to allow two‐way vehicle travel
Suggestions for other traffic calming measures such as speed bumps around the school, support for
pedestrian crossing/light at Sixth Street, more 4‐way stops or roundabouts
Concerns about shifting vehicles use to other streets, increasing volumes and traffic congestion,
increased vehicle emissions, that changes to Agnes Street Greenway should not increase traffic on
neighbouring streets
Comments such as people need a car, not all people can walk/bike/take transit to their
destinations/work

Figure 2.12: Feedback form response to Question 7 regarding vehicle travel on Agnes Street Greenway
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3. Workshop Participant Characteristics
In total, 52 completed or partially completed feedback forms were received from the 75 participants that
attended the workshop event. Of the 52 participants that completed the feedback form, 87% live in the
Downtown neighbourhood with 12% whom work in the area as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Connection to Downtown New Westminster of participants
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Participants at the event included representation across a broad range of age categories. As shown in Figure
3.2, over half of the respondents were 55 years old or over. Conversely, young adult and young family age
categories were represented by 18% of participants. Furthermore, responses indicated there were almost
equal proportion of male respondents (45%) and female respondents (47%) as depicted in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.2: Age distribution of participants
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Figure 3.3: Gender distribution of participants
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Based on completed feedback forms, 80% of respondents indicated they were homeowners while 14%
indicated they live in rental accommodations as seen in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Housing tenure of participants
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As seen in Figure 3.5, 42% of participants reported driving as their usual mode of travel on their trips, 35%
walk and 23% take transit. Eight percent identified cycling as the mode of travel most frequently used.
Figure 3.5: Modes of transportation most frequently used by participants
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4. Workshop Feedback and Notification
Participants were asked to provide feedback on their overall experience of the workshop (Figure 4.1) and
indicate how they heard about the event (Figure 4.2). Overall participant’s felt they had an opportunity to
share their views (90%) and felt that participation was a valuable experience (84%). Approximately two‐thirds
(58%) of the participants felt their input would make a difference.

Figure 4.1: Workshop Experience
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Figure 4.2: How Participants Heard About the Workshop
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Copy of the Feedback Form
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